Who are the animals on the infinite farm?
Gracie is one of the animals. She is an infinite cow.
Gracie loves shoes. She has one on every foot ...
and her feet go on forever!
Flambeau, an infinite sheep, mulls over shearing season while Simon, an infinite donkey, chats with Gerry,...
an infinite gopher.
Ezekiel is a goat with an infinite horn, but he thinks of himself as mostly a zebra.
Hammerwood is an infinite crocodile. Let’s zoom out to see him better.
Look at those teeth!

They go on and on. And so do the bubbles.
Hammerwood loves bubble gum, even though it is hard for him to chew it all at once.
Penn also lives on the farm. He is an infinite chicken. On the infinite farm, chickens have teeth too.
Penn has staring contests with his sister Victoria, and also with...
Bill, an owl with an infinite eye.
Delores, an infinite squid, lives in the farm's pond.
Her tentacles branch out endlessly, and she decorates them with jewelry. She is crazy about rings and bracelets. She likes to swim on Saturday nights with her friend...
Nelson, a shark whose head extends forever in both directions.